
Closing the Loop 
on Loyalty 

Implement an integrated Customer Value 
Management System for improved customer loyalty. 

oday's customers expect more than 
ever. They shop at stores noted for high 
levels of service and expect similar 
treatment at a discount warehouse. 
Based on how easy it is to use their 

microwaves, televisions, phones, and other house- 
hold appliances, they want a similar experience with 
their new computer and printer. They drive through 
fast food places and are impatient if their order isn't 

their commitment to drive customer-valued action 
throughout the organization. These organizations 
have leaders with a vision of creating exceptional 
value for customers and shareholders. Leaders 
such as Jack Welch 

(General Electric), Lawrence Bossidy (Allied- 
Signal), and Fred Smith (Federal Express) have cre- 
ated organizations nccoimtable for understanding 

ready when they arrive at the take-out window. Sim- 
ilarly, whcn they call a company's support line the 
expect their phone call to be immediately answere 
by someone knowledgeable about their issue. -- WJTIV. BRIEFINFA . o i1 

Along with increased customer expectations, <- 
the new business environment includes rapid prod- euding compraies want to align their b~lsii~ess 
uct changes and increased compelition. Product lif a L nvo~rzd wlmt customers value becahe itS the best 
cycles have gone from years to months. Based on leading i d c a t o r  of proJtable market $hre. Howev- 
the success of one-to-one marketing programs, cus- er, the challenge doesn't lie in cofleciing customer 
tomers expect flexible. customized solutions. Due t information, rather it lies in engagingmd changing 
the ease of conveying and obtaining information the organization based on the results3his article 
over the Internet. new conlpetitors arise monthly. On details how ow,.lizntions can .m i ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ t ~ d  
the Web, large and ma l l  conlpanies can appear sim- ~ r o s s - j i u z c £ i ~ ~ t ~ ~  a d  cross-organizutbna~ upproach 
ilar. This means barriers to ently are minimal and for nctdng on c ~ r s t m e r  's perceptioras ofpmdrlcts and 
real-time data is everywhere. These conditions make 
it likely that how to remain profitable is the numbe 

services. The resuhnt closed-loop system will deliver 

one issue keeping most CEOs awake at night. stlyerior crrstomq shareholdel; a& htployee loyalty. 
Today, what sets great organizations apart is 

I 
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customer needs. They've made the resources avail- 
able to deliver superior value. They've also designed 
environments where performance is evaluated based 
on what customers value and the metrics foster the 
behavior necessary to implement the CEO's vision. 

Great organizations don't rely on tactics such as 
seminars, 1-800 numbers, Web sites, trade shows, 
infomercials, newsletters, or direct mail programs to 
create value. Unfortunately, too many other organi- 
zations confuse these tactics with the substance 
behind a customer-centered vision and strategy. 

Hewlett Packard CEO Lew Platt has a vision for 
"creating customer intensity eve~ywhere." We 
believe HP, and other organizations also conmitted 
to a strategy of delivering what custonlers' value, 
will achieve this goal by focusing on three strategies: 

DESIGNING A QUANTITATIVE SURVEY 

Q t f ~ m r r  hj~aly-Ellmlnating dissatisfdon, improving sadsfaction 
and a mmitmnt to customer intinlxy art the keys to building EUS- 

bnwr loyalty. Managerial questions include: 

A h.uepassioit for customers. This encourages 
employees to embrace an attitude of being in business 
to serve only the customer. It includes n~anagel-ial 
leadership and the commitment to provide the 
resources employees need to take personal ownership 
for resolving customer problems. It fosters a culture 
where employees constantly cement customer loyalty 
through customer-focused actions and listening skills. 

Orgnniziizg around customers. This requires 
corporate and business units to structurally align 
around the castomer. It includes effective intemil 
and external customer communication and a com- 
mitment across all parts of the company to become 
customer-centric. 

A deep understanding of customers. Here, qual- 
itative and quantitative data are collected, and knowl- 
edge of what customers value is shared throughout 
the organization. This forms the foundation for key 
decisions. Co~porate and business unit strategies and 
tactics are dl-iven from what customers value. 

Value: The Key Strategy - - 
-~ompanies succeea ~y prov~aing superior cus- 

tomer value. And value is simply quality, however 
the custotner-defines it, offered at the right price." 
-- Bradley T. Gale, Managing C~rslonter. Vnhre, 
1994 

Industry research shows that the customers' 
pcrceprion of wkre is their primary buying deci- 
sion factor. It's the best leading indicator of mar- 
ket share, sales revenues, profitability, and sus- 

Ma*: &an ~mvrLMaaagerial questions include: 
Whnf is imporranr ro birr cornperitor3 crtstatrrers? 

Whnt nre oirr cowrpetitive strengths and rveakiresses? 

Wht  is the p n h  dour brand? 

Cirstonrer scgme~dfion-Many companies establish "firmugmphid' seg- 
ments based on such factors as company size, geographic region, size of 
budget, number of purchases per year, department, standard industrial 
classification code, and so forth. Segmentations based on these cate- 
gories alone provide little strategic insight. For example, strategic cus- 
tomers may have similar lifetime value but radically different needs. 
Managerial questions include: 

Whot are oirr- crrstornsr need segments  

How well do we compete relative to the cornpetitiorr in each 
segtnent ? 



tained competitiveness. (See Exhibit 1 .) Value is 
the perceived worth of a product or service com- 
pared to what was paid and lost opportunity costs. 
This perception of value is formed through all the 
experiences a customer has throughout n prod- 
uct's life cycle. These experiences start with pre- 
sales literature, continue through ordering, 
receiving, and installing, to learning, using, sup- 
porting, and finally disposing. (See Exhibit 2.) 

Within each of these experiences, depending 
on custonlers' needs, a few key "moments of 
truth" (or interactions disproportionately impor- 
tant) drive the customer's perception of value and 
subsequent purchase decisions. Customer value 
management is about understanding the "portfo- 
lio value" that appeals to targeted customers, so 
you can focus on the critical value drivers. 

The goal is a short list of manageable items 
that will significantly impact the bottomline. 
Through a strong understanding of what customers 
value, companies will know how to offer better 
"value" than the competition at the same cost or 
comparable "value" at reduced cost. The end result 
of a strategy centered on delivering superior value 
will be increased customer loyalty and profitability. 

Loyalty: The Key Metric - 
'The new theory sees the fundamental mission 

of a business not as profit, but as value creation.. . 
The new theory also makes loyalty a truer litmus 
test of corporate performance than profits. Since the 
only way a business can retain customer and 
employee loyalty is by delivering superior value, 
high loyalty is a certain sign of solid value creation." 
-Frederick F. Reichheld, The Loyalty Efecr, 1996 

While most companies already measure some 
form of customer satisfaction, that measure does 
not predict customer loyalty. Customer satisfac- 
tion is an attitude. High levels of customer satis- 
faction do not necessarily translate into repeat pur- 
chases and increased sales and profits. Customer 
loyalty is the measurement that directly ties to 
repeat purchase behavior. 

Research shows that loyal customers: 

Stay longer. 

Cost less to service. 

Provide higher margins. 

Customer value perceptions 

/ \ AT&T market share 

lstomer needs 

~1 . , +h,," 
chstomer 

exoeriencs 

Purchase across product lines. 

Buy more. 

Demonstrate immunity to the competition. 

Demonstrate less price sensitivity. 

Repeat purchases and a willingness to contin- 
ue the relationship characterize customer loyalty. 
The most advanced companies in the industry use 
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cllstonler loyalty measures to gain competitive 
advantage. The benefits include: 

Provide an early indication of future 
business performance. 

Complement existing programs by adding 
a more timely assessment of competitive 
positioning. 

FIEFDOMS, SILOS, AND FINGER POINTING 

Will the Custonler Value Measurement and Management frame- 
work work for you? If your organization is anything like the 
below example, we say yes. 

Traditional organizational structures are built around 
business product lines, services, or functions such as R&D, 
marketing, and manufacturing. Metrics often focus on success 
only within a specific area and disregard the effects on other 
areas of the organization. The downside of this approach is 
depicted below. 

ABC Company creates a product that exceeds sales expec- 
tations but immediately incurs five times the normal failure rate. 
The results? Marketing holds a beer bash. Six months later ser- 
vice eventually gets the product marketing team into a meeting 
to explain the failure costs. (Product marketing was too busy to 
meet earlier due to focusing on the next product release and 
meeting new sales targets.) At the meeting, marketing concludes 
the problen~ is a manufacturing issue. After juggling calendars 
for months, the three groups have a teleconference to discuss the 
issue. From manufacturing's perspective, they built the product 
to meet the marketing department's cost envelope and used 
R&D's product design. So whose problem is this and who owns 
it? What are the costs? Whose metrics are impacted? What 
about the customer issues? 

In this scenario, marketing and the business unit obtain their 
short-term sales forecasts at the expense of service and manu- 
facturing. Eventually the cost overrun will catch up with the 
business unit and corporation's bottom line. The longer-term 
effect on customer retention and loyalty won't be felt for months 
or years. 

The example characterizes the challenge associated with 
cross functional or cross business unit problem ownership and 
resolution. This challenge becomes more acute when the metrics 
and corporate organization reward rather than penalize this type 
of behavior. The value of the business unit CAM is to create and 
lead cross-functional teams to address the customer issues that 
fall between the functional and/or business unit's white space 
and affect all areas of the value chain. 

Provide additional data to set strategic 
direction for managing the company brand. 

Assist top management with more 
meaningful performance and accountability 
measures. 

The goal of Customer Value Management 
(CVM) is to define and deliver soperior value at 
superior profits. Stated another way, the goal is to 
optimize the exchange of value between the conl- 
pany and it's customers. Improving loyalty and 
profits requires an integrated Custonler Value 
Management System (see Exhibit 3), which con- 
sists of these elements: 

Entip lendership and customer- advocacjl ja~ctiorz 
to provide an organizational focus and leadership 
for the Customer Value  management System, and 
to link what drives customer loyalty into strategic 
priorities. 

C~~stonler loyolty r~zeos~rrement to obtain statisti- 
cally significant qunntitdve c~rstotner. data 
through survey methodology. 

Q~ralitntive customer- voice listening posts allow 
for a view from the street. 

Value delivery system includes cross-functional and 
cross-organizatio~~al process centers, functional 
areas, business teams: and individual contributors. 

Irrterlralprocess meti-ics are leading indicators of 
delivered value. A "Balanced Scorecard" approach, 
which incorporates customer-value-management- 
based performance metrics, is essential for moni- 
toring progress toward increased loyalty among 
customers, employees, and shareholders. 

Creating S U C C ~ Q Q ~ ~ ~ ~  Change 

Long-term success comes from a specific func- 
lion chartered to champion the customer and an 011- 

going cross-organizational effort. Ideally, the func- 
tion reports to the CEO or a business-unit senior 
executive. Corporate and business unit sponsorship 
is the most important factor for success. Without 
Ihe support of a visionary leader who walks the lalk 
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Closing the Loop on Loyalty 

and insists on it from others, the change process 
isn't likely to succeed. The structure sends a clear 
message from senior management regarding the 
importance of the customer advocacy function and 
level of authority. Without a specific function over- 
seeing the effort, a company runs the risk of not 
achieving success due to no clear ownership wheu 
the problems start to cross organizational bound- 
aries or require massive efforts to fix. 

Ideally, change managers are assigned at the 
business unit and corporate levels, and are referred 
to as the Customer Advocacy Manager (CAM). 
The busjness unit CAM champions the cross-func- 
tional and cross-organizational effort within their 
entity. This includes influencing the customer-cen- 
tric strategy, identifying suitable metrics, integrat- 
ing customer databases, survey design, and related 
con~munication and training. The corporate CAM 
acts as a coach and consultant to the business unit 
CAMS to foster sharing of best practices, training 
of practitioners and their sponsors, and helping 
them to create a customer-centered vision, strategy 
and management system for success. 

Successful change management requires lead- 
ers with strong facilitation and influencing skills. 
It also requires understanding your company's 
informal values and beliefs, and how they impact 
successful implementation of a customer-centered 
organization. Once an organization is customer- 
centered, it tends to foster customer advocates at 
the individual level. 

Measuring Customer Loyalty 

The customer loyalty survey mechanism will 
measure what customers value to gain strategic 
insights that will be used to increase customer loy- 
alty. This is your quantitative listening post. 

The questions and whom you ask determine 
the window through which you ultimately 
view the customer landscape. Unfortunately, 
many companies' approaches lead to incomplete 
data and a subsequently flawed "customer pic- 
ture." That's why it's crucial to measure all cus- 
tomers. Sample the entire market of your cus- 
tomers and those of your competitors. (See 
Exhibit 4, page 30) Design your survey questions 
around key attributes of customer requirements 
pertaining to what they value. 

The entire design of your survey is key to the 
rest of your efforts. Each respondent should rate your 
company and, at minimum, the best other vendor for 

An intecrated customer value measurement svsten - - 
Quant8laIlvc listening ports 
C V I :  surveys 
-Tn sanon surveys 

I- 

.Revenue 

4;i 
J 

+,gi Loyal 
Shareholders 

all attributes. Your questions should measure the 
respondent's direct, esperience-basc~cl beliefs and 
indirect, noti-e,tperierzced ones. For example, mea- 
suring satisfaction alone of your product or services 
will not tell you how your customers perceive your 
value relative to the competition. By measuring both 
types of beliefs, you will greatly increase your com- 
petitive insight about what critical few value delivery 
and value communication areas to focus on improv- 
ing. You should also specifically target the "purchase 
or buy" decision makers and their influencers. 

Use of a consistent and common survey 
framework across relevant businesses will give 
you additional insights by allowing for meaningful 
comparisons of performance ratings and driver 
importance. Business unit product family surveys 
could be contrasted and compared to the overall 
survey and against each other. The consistent sur- 
vey framework also allows businesses with multi- 
ple products to see which ones detract from their 
overall brand image. It's difficult to gain these 
strategic insights without using a common and 
consistent approach. 

Survey Insights 
A properly designed survey that effectively mea- 

sures what customers value yields strategic insight 
into these areas of customer value management: 

Basic req~iirements-Inclusion in the consideration 



Vulnerable 

Direct beliefs 

Indirect beliefs 
(non-experiential) 

Competitor's 
customers 

set requires a minimum viable total value 
package of products and services aligned with the 
brand promise. 

Custoiizer loyalty-The key to profitable growth is 
building customer loyalty in your targeted segments. 
First, stop defections by removing the dissatisfiers 
that push your customers toward the competition. 
These "points of pain" often result from a failure to 
execute well in the business basics, such as an exces- 
sive call center response time. Next, improve satis- 
faction in the key attributes of the customer value 
propositions used to differentiate your products and 
services from competition in the targeted customer 
segments. Finally, reduce customers' vulnerability 
by moving them up the loyalty ladder beyond the 
reach of competitors. Typically, this requires a deep 
commitment to the execution of a customer intimacy 
strategy creating the best possible solution to meet 
customer needs. In his book on the subject, Fred 
Wiersema points out that this strategy establishes and 
maintains close win-win customer relationships. 

Market share grocvtlz-Share growth is obtained by 
improving your competitive position and in win- 
ning your competitor's customers. However, 
research shows it costs five times as much to 
replace a customer as it does to keep one. 

Brand image-A company's brand image-the 
"Promise of the Brandm-is the largest asset it 
owns. Every key "moment of truth" that your cus- 

tomers experience either reinforces or detracts 
from your brand image. Continuously reinforcing 
the company's brand image should be an ongoing 
business fundamental. 

Custome~- segmentation-Your survey questions 
can yield important strategic insights into new 
segmentation categories and emerging markets. 
The strategic insight you can gain will allow you 
to segment based on what customers need and 
what's important to them. 

Integrating Survey Results 
By including questions pertaining to your 

organization's strategic priorities, the survey 
results can help drive the strategic planning 
process. It's also best to get the management team 
to agree on the organization's strategic priorities 
before designing the survey or seeing the results. 
For example, many management teams believe 
their primary goal is to attract new customers and 
facilitate sales. By agreeing on the priorities 
beforehand, the survey results are less likely to be 
misdirected toward supporting "hidden agendas" 
or maintaining the status quo. 

Given that research shows more than 80% of 
profits typically comes from less than 20% of cus- 
tomers and that it costs five times as much to 
replace a customer as it does to keep one, compa- 
nies in mature markets will give a higher priority 
to customer retention than customer acquisition. 
An exception is high-technology companies in dis- 
continuous markets requiring rapid development 
of innovative products. 

In the new math of value management, former 
business success strategies such as cost reductions, 
core competencies, reengineering core processes, 
empowered learning organizations, and fast cycle 
time are shifted into the business fundamentals of 
meeting basic requirements. Getting to market 
quickly with a minimum viable product and ser- 
vices, aligned with the promise of the brand, is 
required just to be in the consideration set. This gets 
us on the playing field, but doesn't mean we will 
win. To win we must add the superior value needed 
to retain current customers and acquire new ones. 

The survey results also can help align the 
management team around what customers value. 
Unfortunately, the management team's perception 
of the value drivers often is not closely aligned 
with the customer's reality. You can help gain the 
management team's attention and commitment to 
action by having them take the survey first. Then, 
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compare their perception of the customers' per- 
spective with the actual survey results. 

Based on the strategic prioritization of the 
survey results, the value improvement areas 
should be condensed down into one simple, easy 
to understand slide. The senior management team 
can use this slide to communicate to all levels of 
the organization. It will show how people, 
resources, money, and time should be prioritized. 
The message should be simple enough that every- 
one in the organization understands it and can 
articulate it to others. Exhibit 5 shows the recoin- 
mended strategic prioritization for mature markets. 

The slide can be used as a crude resource alloca- 
tion tool during business cycles. During business 
down cycles, cost-cutting efforts should be priori- 
tized toward the top of the pyramid. It can be used as 
a tool to evaluate the effectiveness of organizational 
effort. If more check marks are at the top than the 
bottom of the pyramid, the organization is achieving 
less than optimal effectiveness due to over-investing 
in lower priority strategies. For example, the man- 
agement team cannot effectively pursue a strategy of 
raising the loyalty of vulnerable customers without 
first removing the dissatisfiers plaguing them. 

Hearing the Customer's Voice - 
Along with directly measuring what drives 

customer loyalty, you will want a systematic way 
to collect, collate, and analyze the verbatim 
responses of your customers and non-customers. 
Qualitative listening posts complement the quanti- 
tative data to provide an important "word on the 
street" view of what customers think. These listen- 
ing posts can include customer call center data 
(pertaining to sales, service, and support), online 
requests (via e-mail and the Internet), sales call 
reports, customer and non-customer interviews, 
and focus groups. 

The challenge is to synthesize the information 
into non-contradictory actionable data. New cus- 
tomer contact software exists that enables organi- 
zations to track and integrate the information gen- 
erated by the various listening posts. If you need 
to work within the confines of legacy systems, we 
suggest you identify two or three listening posts 
that are easily accessible, global in scope, real 
time, and capable of generating the information 
required. Focus on these and add additional voices 
once you have a well-established process flow and 
adequate personal resources. 

- 
Sinylr: customer ~~lsods segment 

, p A s t a n e r  intimacy strategy 
dmwove sptisfwlbn strategy 
#+move dibsatisfaciion otrelegy 

'Alignment with brand promise 
:onsideration set 

Critical product & service altribules 

Taking Action 
Customer loyalty measurement will surface 

key attributes as the top loyalty drivers. Your 
organization will make improving these areas a 
strategic priority and want to know what specific 
actions can be taken. Often the survey results 
won't tell you because detailed actionable "drill- 
down" questions weren't asked. 

The solution is to use the customer anecdotal 
infoimation gleaned from the customer listening 
posts to identify detailed tactical actions. This will 
provide the customer details or "face" to the results, 
to make what needs changing real. This approach 
will assist the business unit CAM in selling the need 
for changes to the organization. When the business 
unit CAM can supplement the quantitative survey 
results with quotes from customers and non-cus- 
tomers, it's more likely that the need for change will 
be accepted. The results can also be used to establish 
goals with detailed actionability and accountability 

Linking your quantitative survey results to the 
customer listening posts will answer the question 
"what do I do to improve?" However, it won't tell 
you how far to go. For example, today it's fashion- 
able for companies to talk of delighting customers 
in the hopes of creating customer advocates. How- 
ever, no organization has the time, money, or 
resources to delight customers in all value dimen- 
sions. Organizations also can't address every cus- 
tomer voice issue that arises from customer feed- 
back. By linking your qualitative and quantitative 
customer feedback process, your organization can 
pinpoint its strategic change priorities and allocate 
scarce resources to the critical few. 

For example, consider delive~y time. Many 
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customers consider this attribute a key experience. 
For some high-value industrial products, a two- 
week delivery time represents the norm. Quicker 
delivery may actually be perceived negatively 
because it requires earlier payment that may not be 
budgeted. Exhibit 6 shows that in some countries, a 
delivery time of less than two weeks reduces the 
perception of value. For consumer products, an 
analysis of warranty period may show a similar 
decrease in value beyond a certain point. A properly 
designed survey with detailed probes in key areas 
can provide this insight. Your "closed loop" process 
will allow continual refinement of your quantitative 
sunley to strengthen your strategic insight. 

Linking Value to ProF* 

By combining the costs and predicted sales 
revenues, you can determine the maximum prof- 
itability for a single value dimension. Exhibit 7 
shows that this pbint occurs for a two-week deliv- 
ery time. Efforts to improve the delivery further 
represent a waste of scarce resources because it 
won't help to create customer advocates or provide 
a competitive advantage. For consumer products, a 
similar analysis could determine the optimum point 
for warranty period or call center response time. 

By linking value improvement to loyalty and 
profitability, you can also gain insight in how to 
convert what your organization considers a cost 
center to a profit center. For example, an organiza- 

nues vs. attribute performance level 

US 

Japan 

0.85 ' I I I I I 

Overnight I wk 2 wks 4 wks 8 wks >8wks 

Delivery Time 

tion may view the critical processes associated with 
the customers' key moments of truth as cost ten- 

ters. A good example is technical support. Many 
organizations want to reduce these costs. However, 
spending more money on this process may instead 
increase competitive advantage and profitability. 

Taking this concept further, today's competi- 
tive advantage arises from a stmtegy of optimizing 
the customer's perception of delivered value across 
all key dimensions simultaneously. The end result 
is competitively superior loyalty and profitability 
metrics. Your organization will sustain its competi- 
tive advantage by having a deeper understanding of 
your customers than the competition and by using 
this knowledge to allocate resources optimally in 
hundreds of difficult to copy ways. This way, your 
company can marshal a more effective and effi- 
cient use of scarce resources in the generation of a 
competitively superior total value package. 

Establishing the link to profitability is a critical 
success factor. Top management faces ever-increas- 
ing pressures to improve profitability by reducing 
costs. A value improvement strategy that increases 
costs will not be able to gain the buy-in of top man- 
agement unless a clear and credible link between 
value improven~ent, loyalty and profitability has 
been established. That is, there must be an exchange 
of value between the company and the customer. 

The link to profitability is a key element in 
operationalizing the value-exchange optin~ization 
concepts articulated by Alan Grant and Len 
Schlesinger. In their 1995 Har-vard Business 
Review article, they define, "operational excel- 
lence as the ability to deliver the targeted value 
exchange efficiently and effectively." 

Value Delivery System 
All businesses operate as a value delive~y sys- 

tem whether it's consciously understood or not. 
Today's businesses rely on a network of partners, 
distributors, alliances, technology developers, 
field engineers, and suppliers who together deliver 
value to target customers. Increasing customer 
loyalty depends on actively managing the "whole 
customer experience" in the pursuit of deIivering 
superior value, loyalty, and profitability. Within 
the framework of the customer value management 
system, value-exchange optimization provides the 
context for value delivery system improvements. 

Internal Process Metrics 
Many organizations monitor an overwheln~ing 

amount of mehics. Unfortunately, these are often 
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historical in nature, internally focused, not linked 
with the planning system or strategic priorities, or 
correlated with the custonler's perception of value. 

"All organizations start with an almost over- 
whelming network of financial measures in place. 
Add to that measures driven by past problems, 
shifting emphasis of new managers, and the new 
corporate programs.. .The result is a collection of 
largely unrelated and unmanageable measures, 
leading in many cases to 'measurement gridlock'. " 

--Geary Rummler and Alan Brache, Impr-011- 
ing Peiforniance-How to Manage tlze White 
Space in the Organization Cliar-t, 199 1 

Many of these monitoring efforts don't con- 
tribute to meeting business goals. If your organiza- 
tion is in this situation (and many are), we recom- 
mend evolving the existing measurement system 
into a more customer-focused and predictive one. 
First, identify and then monitor the performance 
level of the handful of internal process metrics, 
which represent key drivers of customer loyalty. 

Internal process metrics are leading indicators 
of the custonler's perception of delivered value. A 
customer's perception of your con~pany-relative to 
the competition-determines their loyalty and is a 
leading indicator of market share, revenues, and 
profitability. Although they lag internal metrics, 
customer loyalty metrics are still required to pro- 
vide quantitative, unbiased closed-loop feedback 
into the business unit's strategic management sys- 
tem. They yield the deep understanding of cus- 
tomers necessary to determine which processes to 
monitor and performance levels needed to maintain 
competitively superior customer value in a con- 
stantly changing business environment. 

Once identified, the key intemal process metrics 
are superior at identifying fine-grained and early 
changes in delivered value. They can be monitored 
monthly or quarterly with a high degree of precision. 
By partially substituting for survey metrics, they have 
the added advantage of reducing survey costs and the 
glut of surveys customers receive. The customer 
value surveys need only be fielded as frequently as 
necessary to monitor changing market conditions. We 
reconmend yearly ones in slowly changing markets 
and bi-yearly ones in more rapidly changing markets. 

The Balanced Scorecard 

Revenue 
- 
Cost 
-+ 

Profit 
+ 

Weeks 
0 1 2  4 8 

b p t i m u m  delivery 

by Robert Kaplan and David Norton measures per- 
formance across businesses key dimensions. It 
expands measurement from financial measures only 
to include predictive customer, internal process, and 
organizational growth and learning measures. An 
integrated customer value management value sys- 
tem for improved customer loyalty and profitability 
creates a set of inputs vital in the use of the Balance 
Scorecard. (See Exhibit 8, page 34.) 

The result will monitor strategic priorities, while 
creating more alignment between business objectives 
and needed behavior. It gives a business an effective 
"control panel" to know early on if it is meeting criti- 
cal objectives. The planning and measurement sys- 
tem will also work more effectively together, to sup- 
port timely, informed decision making and a shared 
vision about organizational priorities. 

Conclusion 

By implementing what we have described in 
this article, your business will know how to deliv- 
er superior value, loyalty, and profitability. Use of 
the integrated customer value management system 
for improved customer loyalty and profitability 
will optimize the exchange of value between the 
company and the customer. 

For many companies, the challenge of aligning 
a customer focused strategy within and between the 
organizational fiefdoms is a daunting task. Howev- 
er, the business payback makes the effort mol-e than 
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worthwhile. Creating a system to assess and moni- 
tor customer assets will allow organizations to 
thrive in the new business environment. . 
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